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We prove the existence of global small solutions to the initial value problem in 
three-dimensional nonlinear thermoelasticity with quadratic “completely coupled” 
nonlinear terms. The asymptotic behaviour of the solution as t + CC is also 
described. Q 1YYO Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the Cauchy problem in three-dimensional nonlinear thermo- 
elasticity has been solved for small data if the first derivatives of the 
nonlinear functions of the unknowns vanish. (More precisely: cubic terms 
and one quadratic term in the temperature in the final setting appeared, 
cf. [ 171.) Moreover one may expect a blow-up in the displacement in the 
genuinely nonlinear case, as was pointed out in [18]. Hence the behaviour 
of solutions to this hyperbolic-parabolic coupled system will be in general 
hyperbolic. (Cf. the “parabolic” behaviour in one-dimensional models in 
[21,4, 19,2] and also the survey in [16].) The question remains whether 
the dissipative influence through heat conduction is strong enough to prevent 
solutions from blowing up if one excludes quadratic nonlinearities in the 
displacement-according to [ 183. 
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In the present paper we shall answer this question in the positive. The 
new main ingredients in the proof are the use of the Lm-L’-, La-L*-, and 
L*-L’-decay estimates of the temperature (and its derivatives) in the 
linearized equations combined with sharp energy estimates. These allow us 
to deduce inequalities for the displacement similar to those obtained in the 
case of general cubic perturbations (see Theorem 3). 
The system of equations for the displacement U and the temperature 
difference 0 for a homogeneous medium reads (for a derivation see 
C17,191) 
i Cimjk(VU, e) g& 
m,j,k= I m k 
+ i 2’,(VU, e) g, i= 1, 2, 3, 
m=l m 
a(VU, 0) E =$) Div q(VU, 8, VO) 
(1.2) 
U(t = 0) = u”, g(t=O)= u’, e(t = 0) = 80, (1.3) 
where U, 0 are functions of t E IX!,+ and x E R3, 
a(au,/ax,) 
3 is the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, + is the specific Helmholtz free 
energy, a = --a211//ae2 2 a, > 0. f is a C” function such that f(0) = 0 + To 
for 101 < T,/2, To being the reference temperature, 0 < fi < f (0) df2 < co, 
f,, f2 constant, - co < 0 < co. q is the heat flux, Div is the divergence with 
respect to x, and tr is the trace; we also use V= (a/ax, a/ax, a/ax,)' 
(’ denoting transposition). 
The equations (l.l), (1.2) can be rewritten in the initially ((VU, 0) = 
(0,O)) isotropic ase as 
u,,-~~s~u+~ve=f'(vu,v*u,e,ve), (1.4) 
8,-Kdt+v’u,= f2(VU,VU,,V2U,8,Ve,V28), (1.5) 
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where K > 0, y # 0 are constant, 
s= 
'2p+a. 1 1 0 0 0 
I 2/l-+-fl 1 0 0 0 
1 1 2,u++ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 P 0 0 
0 0 0 0 P 0 
0 0 0 0 0 t P 
p and il are constant, p > 0, 2~ + 31> 0, S is positive definite, 
f f(vu, Vu, e, ve) 
= i 
m, j, k = 1 
+mg, (Z;,(vu,e)-e,(o,o))~, i= 1,2, 3; (1.6) 
m 
f=(vu, vu,, Vu, 0, ve, v2e) 
}]. (1.7) 
Hence we consider the following types of nonlinearities: 
f f(vu,v2u,e,ve)=ft(vu,v2u,e,ve)+g!(vu,v*u,e,ve) (1.8) 
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with 
3#7u, v2u, 0,O) = 0, 
Igi’h, a,,a39 cdl = 0 
( > 
i bj13 for small i Iail ; (1.9) 
j=l j=l 
fyvu, vu,, V~U, 0, ve, ~28) 
=32pu, VU,, vu, 8, ve, ~20) + &vu, vu,, Vu, 8, ve, v2e) 
(1.10) 
with 
f2(VU, vu,, v2u, 0,O) =0, 
(1.11) 
I g2(al, a2, . . . a6)l =O : lujl3 ( 1 
for small t [ail. 
j=l j=l 
Since fi, f2 are smooth we obtain by Taylor expansion up to unessential 
constants (cf. (1.6), (1.7)) 
ff=O-V2U+VO~VU+8~VtI+(cubicterms)F~, i= 1, 2, 3. (1.12) 
j-2=e.v2u+ve.v2u+vuve+eve 
+ ve ve i- v2e vu + eve + vev2e 
+ BVU, + (cubic terms)(F2). (1.13) 
(6 .V2U stands symbolically for a typical term O(82U,/&i ax,), and so on.) 
Note that the terms 8 .VU and O2 do not appear in thermoelasticity 
(cf. (1.6), (1.7)); see also the remark following the Main Theorem. 
Since cubic terms may be handled as in [16], we shall assume for 
simplicity of the exposition that 
Ff=F2=gf=gf=g2=0, i= 1,2, 3. (1.14) 
Let IPp= W”‘,P(R3) denote the usual Sobolev spaces with norm 
II .II m,p, ll-Ilo,p= II-lip WlEN, l<p<co,V=(V,a/at). 
Then we shall prove the following theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. There are an integer so and a 6 > 0 such that $ 
(VUO, U’, eO)E WsO~2n PO,’ 
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with 
(1.15) 
there exists a unique smooth solution of (1.1) (1.2), (1.3) with 
QUE C’( [0, co), Wo-1,2) n C( [0, co), Wso,2), 
OE C’([O, co), W”“-2*2)n C([O, m), wS”-2). 
Moreover there is an integer 1such that for E < i we have 
Ilm wm,,, = O(l), 
wwli 1,2 + iiw)ii, = Ott-59, 
Iiwli2,, = Ott-39, 
Iie(t)ii2,m = ow2+7, 
IlVU(t)ll,., = O(t-3’4+e). (1.16) 
Roughly speaking the system (1.1 ), (1.2) can be seen as a coupling of the 
nonlinear elasticity equations with the nonlinear heat equation. For the 
pure nonlinear three-dimensional wave equation it is known that quadratic 
nonlinearities do not guarantee the existence of small global solutions 
(F. John [6]). In [ 1 l] S. Klainerman proved that this problem has global 
solutions in dimensions n > 4. His proof combines the commutative proper- 
ties of the Lorentz group and the d’Alembert equation, which allow one to 
obtain the essential L”-L2-estimate. In [12] he also gave a sufficient 
condition, the “Null condition”, on the structure of the nonlinear quadratic 
terms, which allows him to prove global existence in three dimensions (see 
also D. Christodoulou [ 11). Recently, F. John [7, 81 has shown that 
solutions of the nonlinear elasticity equations in three dimensions with 
appropriate quadratic terms develop singularities after finite time. 
Moreover, he obtained sharp estimates for the life spans of these solutions 
(i.e., almost global existence). However, we may remark that the techniques 
in [S] rely on the hyperbolic character of the system (especially on the 
finite speed of propagation and on the invariances of the associated linear 
part, although they do not include an analogue of the full Lorentz group 
(see [8, 111). On the other hand it is known from H. Fujita [3] (see also 
[ 151) that for quadratic perturbations the nonlinear heat equation in three 
dimensions has global small solutions. However, this is not the case in 
dimension two and the semilinear quadratic case (see [3] and also 
F. Weissler [20]). 
Also we may remark that there is a significant difference between the 
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problem treated here and the case of compressible viscous and heat- 
conductive fluids considered by A. Matsumura and T. Nishida [13] ; this is 
the decay of solutions to the linearized system. In [13] the decay of all 
variables was similar to the pure parabolic linear case. In our situation this 
is not the case. In fact, the divergence-free part u” of the displacement U 
in the linearized system behaves asymptotically like solutions of the linear 
wave equation when estimated in the LP(R3)-norm (see [17]). In other 
words this part in the associated linear system does not experience any 
damping effects. Thus our hypotheses on the nonlinear quadratic terms 
guarantee that a damping effect is present in each equation. 
As we mentioned above the nonlinear terms 8. VU and tI* do not appear 
in the system considered here. However, we remark that our method works 
for the latter term, but does not seem to apply directly to the first one. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some of the 
results given in [ 171, namely the local existence theorem and the decay 
estimates for solutions of the corresponding linearized system. Section 3 
presents energy estimates for the local solution. In Section 4 the Main 
Theorem is proved giving the desired a priori and decay estimates. In an 
appendix we list he inequalities on composite functions we use. 
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND DECAY RESULTS 
FOR THE LINEARIZED SYSTEM 
From [ 17, Theorem 5.11 we have the following local existence theorem 
(essentially based on results in [9] and a transformation in [S]): 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 13 T>O. For V”= (VU’, U’, 0’)’ with V’E wS,*, 
s > 4, and v] > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that $11 V”ll s,2 < 6 there exists a unique 
local smooth solution of (l.l), (1.2) (1.3) with 
VUE C'( [0, T], w"- l,*) n C( [0, T], P *), 
ed([o, T], Wsp2~*)nC([0, T], ws.*), 
iiWt)ii l,m + iiwii2,, <V for all t E [0, T]. 
We also have the following Lp-Lq-decay results for solutions of the 
corresponding linear system (( 1.4), (1.5) with f’ = 0, f * = 0): 
THEOREM 2.2. Let l/p + l/q = 1, 1 <p < q < co, c( a multiindex. There 
are Np~ N, N,<4, and C,= C,(a)>0 such that ‘dt 20 VV”= 
(VUO, u’, e”) E wNp+ M,p 
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0) 1IVW~)ll,~C,(~ + f)~(‘~2’~)ll~ol/Np+lal,p~ 
(ii) IIV?(t)ll, < C,(l + t)-(3’2P3’9+ ia112)(( V”IINP+ la,,p, 
(iii) JjV”B,(t)Jj,<C,(l +t)-(2-3’9+‘a1’2)II~o~INp+,z,+2,p. 
These results immediately follow from the calculations in [ 171, as do the 
following special ones. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let LX be a multiindex. Then there are a constant C= C(a) 
and integers NT, IV; < 4 such that: 
(i) Vt30 VVOE WN;+lal,*: 
IIV”B(t)llm G C(1 + t)-(3’4+ ia”2)II VO(J,; + la,,2 
(ii) Vt>O Vv”E WN;+lal-l: 
IIV”~(f)l[2 d c( 1 + t)-(3’4+‘a”2) tl V’llN; + ,a,,1 
(iii) Vt > (I VT/O E WN; + lcLl + *,* :
Ilv”6,(t)ll m < c(1 + t)-(3’4+(‘a’ +‘)“) I( V”llN; +,121 +I,2 
(iv) Vta() vV"E WN;+la1+2,1: 
~lvae,(t)~l2~C(1+t)-(3/4+(l~l+1)/2)ii~oltN;+,a,+2,1. 
In the sequel we shall use the representation formula for solutions of the 
system (1.4), (lS), (1.3) as it was derived in [ 17 J : 
0 





Here A is the generator of a contraction semigroup, ePtAI/’ solves the 
linearized problem, and we need not distinguish between SDU and VU in 
the sequel (cf. [17]). 
3. ENERGY ESTIMATES 
Let (U, 13) be the local solution, the existence of which is guaranteed by 
Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3. Let s E N, s 3 4. There exist q > 0 (see Theorem 2.1) and a 
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constant C that is independent of T or (VU’, U’, 0”) such that for all 
t E [0, T] the following holds: 
(II~W:,, + l18112,m + ll~,ll,)(r) dr 
Remark. As we mentioned in the introduction the appearance of 
WJII :, m in the exponent of (3.1) is crucial and is due to the character of 
the nonlinear terms considered and the dissipative structure of the heat 
equation. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Take Va on both sides of (1.4), (1.5) and multiply 
(1.4) by VU, and (1.5) by VY, and integrate in R3 (inner product denoted 
by (., .>), I4 6s. 
Using the special structure of the nonlinearities a given in (1.12), (1.13), 
(1.14) we have to discuss 3 + 9 nonlinear terms numbered from (1) to (12) 
according to (1.12), (1.13). Since some calculations repeat themselves we 
pick out the characteristic ones. 
We get from (1.4) (dropping the argument t) 
; f IIV’ U,l(; + (V” SDU, V” DU> + y(V” VB, V” U,> 
= C (V”(i), V”U,), 
i= 1 
(3.2) 
(v(l), vuu,) =(vyev2u), vu u,) =<eVvw, vu u,> 
+ (Va(@V2U)- 8V2VaU, V” U,> = R, + R,, (3.3) 
R, = -(,VH”VU, V” U,> - (OV”VU,V”VU,) 
= -pev~vu,v~u,~-~-!&evw7,v~vu~ 
(3.4) 
The second term in (3.4) will be incorporated into the left-hand side of 
(3.2) after integration with respect to t using sup,, , g T IlfI( t)ll co < q and 
Korn’s inequality for (V” SDU, V” DU>. By using the inequalities in the 
appendix we obtain 
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l&l < c(lIwlm IIv”wl2 + llV2~ll m IlV”~ll2) IIV”U,II, 
6 c 
( 
IIW co(lW WI: + IFa U,Il3 
+ 81 llwl: + k llV2Ull ‘, IF” U,II :). (3.5) 
W.1.o.g. Ia( > 0, since R2 = 0 for LY = 0. The second term can be incorporated 
into the left-hand side choosing E, > 0 small enough after adding the left- 
hand side arising from (1.5) where the term K (IV* VOll’, will appear (cf. (3.6) 
below). We obtain from (1.5) 
= 5 (V”(i), VYI), (3.6) 
i=4 
p(4), vae> = (vyev2u), v*e > 
= (ev”v2u,vaej+ p(evWpev2vqv~e) 
-Rx+&, (3.7) 
IR,I = I(vev2vu,v=e)+ (ev*vu,v*ve)I 
G iiveii,wwi:+ iivw:)+~ ii~ii,11vw41:+~, iivwii:, 
(3.8) 
m4i G cweii, iivwii2 + II~~UIL iivv12wm2 
G c( iiveli ,(11v2 VUII: + iiwi 3 f h iivw : 
+ k II~~UII ‘,iivw 3 (W.l.0.g. IL71 > O), (3.9) 
(vy12),v*e)= (vyev u,pe) 
= (evvu ,, we> + (vyev u,) -ew* u,, vole> 
=R,+R,, (3.10) 
IR,i=I(vev~u,,Vae)+(ev~u,,w~e)~ 
~iiveii,(iiv.r/,ii:+jv.sii:)+~iieii, ~i~~~, i:+~~ii~~~~ii:~ 
(3.11) 
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l&l G C(llW, IF” Utll, + llV~,llm lv”~ll*) lv*~ll* 
G cwmAIv”w:+ llv”~ll:)+~l Ilvw: 
+ k IWtll’, Iw~ll: (W.l.0.g. ltll > 0). (3.12) 
The remaining terms can be handled in a similar fashion. 
Summing over all I c1 Id s and integrating with respect o t we obtain the 
desired result in Theorem 3 from (3.2)-(3.12) using Gronwall’s inequality 
and choosing q (from Theorem 2.1) and E, sulliciently small. (Observe that 
the third terms in (3.2) and (3.6), respectively, cancel each other.) Q.E.D. 
4. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let s,,, k, k’, 1 be arbitrary integers atisfying Ia 6, k’ > I+ 1, k 3 k’ + 7, 
s,>k+7. First we define for O<c<i 
M,(T) := sup ((1 + 1)3’4-E(IV3e(f)llk,2; 
fE ro,n 
(1 + t)3’2-22ElIv3e(t~llk’,2; (1 + t)5’411w~)l11,2; (1 + ~)3’411w12,2; 
(1 + t)3’2--ll~(f)l12,m; (1 + ~)5’411ut)ll,; (1 + ~)3’4--EIl~~(f)II,,m}. (4.1) 
Next we use the integral equation (2.2) to obtain an a priori estimate of 
M,(T) independent of T. This will guarantee that the local existence 
theorem (Theorem 2.1) can be reapplied to extend the local solution to a 
global one. In this a priori estimate we first consider the highest derivatives 
of 8. Thus we exploit the dissipative character of the equation. 
We have from (2.2) (,3 denotes a third component) 
V38(t)=V3 e-'"Yo,3+~'V3(r-"-')F(.r)),3 dT, 
0 
(4.2) 
and from the decay estimates from Section 2 and the inequalities in the 
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Here and in the sequel C will denote various constants not depending on T or V”. Similarly we have 
~C(l+r)-‘/2S+Cl’(l+t-r)~3/2 
0 
x {IlwNs0,2 11~(~)112,, + IIQ~~~~ll,,,~ll~~~~ll2,2 + llV3Wllk,2)} h. (4.4) 
Next we rewrite the nonlinear term 9 in the following form: The terms 
in which V8 or V2d appear remain unchanged, and the terms where 8 
appears, i.e., 0 .V2U and 8 .VU,, will be written as V(0 .VLJ) - VtI .VU and 
V( 0 . U,) - V8 . U,, respectively. Thus 9 can be expressed as 9 z FI + F2 
where e=V(e....)=V& and 4=VO.(. . .)+V’O.(...). The integral 
equation (2.2) can be reformulated as 
V(t)=e-‘*V”+j~r -“-““(V&r) + F2(z)) dz. (4.5) 
Then we have the following sequence of estimates (consequences of the 
La-L’-, L2-L’-, L”-L2-decay estimates and the inequalities in the 
appendix) : 
IlWt)ll I,2 
~C.(l+t)~‘3/4+1’2)lj+C s l/2 (1 + t--)-(3 4+1)IIvU(Z)IIso,2 
. { ll@~)ll2,2 + ll~3W,llx~.2; dz 
+ q, (1 + ~-~~-1{IIQ~~~~ll~o,211~~~~l12,, + II~U(aIJ 
WWll2,2+ IIV3Wll,:2)} dz+ CJb’ (1 + t--2)-‘3’4+1’2’IlV~(~)lI,~,2 
. (IlWz)ll1,z + llV3Wll~~,2) d7; (4.6) 
llfl(t)ll2,2 
~C(1+t)-3’4S+C~~(l+t-T)-(3’4+1’2)llvu(T)11s,.2 
~(Il~(z)ll2,2+ Ilv3fWllw,2W+ CJ; (1 + t-~)-3’411~U(~)ll,,2 
. (IlW~N1,2 + IIV3Wllv,2) dr; (4.7) 
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IlW)ll2,m 
< C(1 + t)-3’28 + c[r’2 (1 + t-7)-(3’2+1’2)IIvU(T)llso,2 
0 
~(~~~(r)~l,,,+~~v3~(i)ll,,,,)~7+C~~b(l+t-7)-”;4+1’2’ 
. (Il~u(7)ll,,2lle(7)ll2,, + Il~u(7)1i,,,(lle(7)il2,2+ llv3@(7h,,2)) d7 
+ csd;z (1 + t-7)-3’2110U(7)llso,2 (11v&7)111.2+ llV3~(~h~,J d7
+cf2(1+t-7)- 3’211~~~~~11~,,(11~~~~~11 ,2 + llV38(7)llk,,2) dz. (4.8) 
Since 
we obtain 
6 c(i +t)-(3/2+1%  qe(t)l12,, ipu(t l,m 
+Cj)l+t-7)- (~‘~+~‘~)(IIOU(~)II~~,~II~(~)II~,~ + IIW~N~,~ 
. W(7)l12,2 + llV3~(~)ll~~,2)) d7. (4.9) 
Remark. A similar estimate to that in (4.9) can be obtained by using 
the differential equation and the better decay of V’U, as in the linear case 
(see [ 171). 
Now we use the first wo components of the integral equation (2.2) to 
get the estimate 
llwt)ll ,co < C(1 + t)-‘a + Cji (1 + t-7)-’ ll~~t~)llso,2 
411ewit~,~+ lwwiik,,2w (4.10) 
Using the definition of M,(T) with 0 c E c $ and the energy estimate (3.1) 
with s=so it follows from (4.3t(4.10) that 
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xexp{C((M,(T))‘+M,(T))}, (4.11) 
where the constant C depends only on so (and E). 
From (4.11) we have that for any fl> 0, which is sufficiently small, there 
exists a 6 such that if V” satisfies (1.15) then M,. T) < p. This implies via 
Theorem 3 an priori estimate of the local solution in Wso*2, independent of 
T. By the usual continuation argument we obtain the desired global exist- 
ence result and the asymptotic behaviour (1.16). 
APPENDIX 
The following inequalities have been frequently used in the preceding 
sections. Let f, g E P(W) such that the norms appearing below are finite. 
C denotes a constant depending on s and n (and p), not on for g. 
THEOREM A.l. Let SE N, 1 G p< CO. Then 
Ilwfs)ll, G Cs(llfll m IIRII, + llgll Co Ilw-II,). 
THEOREM A.2. Let s E N. Then 
For a proof cf. [14] or [ 10, Lemma 5.11. 
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